Lean your wheelie bin back (the opening side of the lid should be facing AWAY from the car). At the same time, feed the aluminium bracket of the Bin Towa underneath the wheelie bin handle. The bracket extends up onto the lid (holding it shut) while the bin handle rests in the bend. The Bin Towa will now take all the weight of the wheelie bin and you are ready to drive slowly.

**STEP 4**

Open the boot of the car. Place the knot on the end of the Bin Towa strap just on the inside of the boot. Do not place the strap directly over the boot closing mechanism.

**STEP 1**

Close the boot firmly down on the Bin Towa strap. Give the Bin Towa a gentle tug, checking that the knot has seated inside the boot of the car.

**STEP 2**

Check that the foam padding on the Bin Towa strap is resting on the bumper.

**STEP 3**

Lean your wheelie bin back (the opening side of the lid should be facing AWAY from the car). At the same time, feed the aluminium bracket of the Bin Towa underneath the wheelie bin handle. The bracket extends up onto the lid (holding it shut) while the bin handle rests in the bend. The Bin Towa will now take all the weight of the wheelie bin and you are ready to drive slowly.

**WITH A TOWBAR**

If your vehicle has a towbar, you can open a loop in the Bin Towa strap and place it over the tow ball. The Bin Towa will hold the lid of the bin shut. The Bin Towa also prevents the bin from falling off the towbar and spilling the contents of the bin.

**REMINDERS**

- Never reverse a vehicle while the Bin Towa is towing a bin.
- Do not exceed 10Kmph while towing a wheelie bin.
- Never allow children to ride on or in a wheelie bin behind the vehicle.
- Always check that the foam padding is on the bumper of the car.
- Finally, don't leave the Bin Towa attached to your vehicle when not towing a wheelie bin.